
GALDER – Airbearing turntable

Why air?
In important points, the airbearing technique is superior to other 
bearing solutions. The air supported bearing, which is frictionless, 
reduces bearing noise to a minimum. 

In a traditional turntable bearing, the heavy platters put pressure 
on the bearing spindle end and create mechanical noise, when 
the platter spins. When this mechanical noise is picked up by the 
cartridge and amplified in the phonostage, small details and musical 
nuances will be lost. 

The unique friction free operation in an airbearing is expressed 
through a gripping, musical timing, and an unmatched, uncompressed 
and relaxed musical reproduction. 

Simplicity
An airbearing turntable is an advanced construction. But our goal has 
been to develop airbearing turntables and linear tracking airbearing 
tonearms with as few components as possible.

Our goal was to further develop and optimize the airbearing principal 
combined with a user-friendly and Scandinavian design. The basic 
function should be optimized to complete perfection.

All mechanical components in the turntables and tonearms are 
designed and manufactured in-house by Bergmann Audio. Every 
single product is assembled and tested at Bergmann Audio`s 
workshop. 

Galder is Bergmann`s version of the most universal turntable design. 
Galder accept up to four tone-arms. Radial- and linear tracking arms. 
Vacuum hold down as an option.
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The name Galder
In the Nordic Mythology, Galder is a craft which means to 
enchant through magic songs and spells. Galder craft was 
said to be able to raise storms, make distant ships sink, 
make swords blunt, make armour decide victory or defeat 
in battles. Odin, a master of magic, was a God with great 
abilities to “Galdre”.

Technical specification

Turntable: Airbearing design.
 Vacuum hold down, or puck.
 Accept up to 4 tonearms. All tonearm designs, 
 radial - and linear tracking.
 Output for an airbearing tonearm.

Plinth: Black anodized die cast aluminum.

Platter/Bearing: Aluminum platter floats on air. 
 Centred by steel spindle/hardweared low  
 friction polymer bearing.

Platter weight: 11.8 kg.

Record mat: 3mm acrylic mat.

Feet: Adjustable feet. 
 Aluminum/ceraball construction.

Dimensions:  365 x 480 x 190mm (D x W x H)

Total weight:  38.0 kg.

Motorbase: Tacho motor with high precision feedback  
 control system. Belt drive. 
 33 & 45 rpm. Speed finetuning.
 Power supply integrated in the air supply.

Airsupply: Operated from the motorbase. 
 Automatic switch off/standby function.
 Silent, clean, dry and smooth airflow. 
 Easy accessible dust filter, for easy cleaning 
 and replacement.

Dimensions: 465 x 225 x 235mm. (D x W x H)

Weight: 15.6 kg.
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